Remote effects of pressure changes in arterioles.
Blood is distributed to match the demands of the tissue in accordance with the local effectors of pressure, flow, nerves, and metabolites. Influences of these effectors are integrated and communicated to larger vessels to create a coordinated upstream response that allows for the blood required to meet the metabolic demands of the tissue. Each effector's contribution to the communicated response is unknown. In the present study in situ segments of arteriole, within the cheek pouch of the anesthetized hamster, were isolated from the pressure and flow of the surrounding vasculature while maintaining electrotonic continuity. Pressure was transiently increased or decreased (-70 to +120 cmH2O) for 60 s. These pressure changes within the isolated segment caused myogenic responses within the isolated segment as well as changes in diameter at remote arteriolar locations (ranging from -8 to 5 microns) that were outside the isolated segment and insulated from the changes in pressure. The size of the remote response correlated significantly with the change in pressure inside the isolated segment. This demonstrates that the effects of pressure changes in arterioles are communicated to neighboring portions of the vasculature.